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REMARKS ON THE FUNCTORS TOR AND EXT

DALL·SUN YUN

In the homology theory, to make new functors and find some relations
between functors are very important ([4J, [7J). The general functors in
the homological algebras are functors Tor and Ext which are completely
related to each other ([2J, [3J).

If we can prove that

under some conditions, where n(>O) is a fixed integer and A is a
commutative algebra, then there may exist many relations among algebras
([5J, [6J).

In this paper, we shall prove above(*) when A is a polynomial ring
in Lemma 2.

The purpose of this paper is to apply Lemma 2 to Theorem 6 which
is in ClJ. This was suggested by referee. I would like to thank him.

Let K be a field, and let A=K[Xh ... , xnJ be the polynomial ring with
n-Ietters Xh ... , X n and coefficient ring K. Let Ik be the ideal of A generated
by {Xh , Xk}, where O~k~n. If k=O then Ik=Io=O. We put r=
Z[Xh , xnJ which is the polynomial ring over the integers Z. Then A
is regarded as a r-module. We shall denote Jk the ideal of r generated
by {Xh "', Xk} (O~k~n). Then it is obvious that Ik=AJk.

Suppose a r-module M. We want to make a complex over the module
MjJnM. In order to do this we consider the exterior algebra E(Xh ... , x n)
with coefficients in Z as follows:

E(Xh , x n) =EO(Xh "', xn)Eij .. ·EBEn(Xh ... , x n) where for q(O~q~n)

Eq(Xh , x n) is a Z-free module with basis [Xi" "', xi.ll~il<..·<iq~n}
(where Xi and Xi (I~i,j~n) are commutative). In particular EO(Xh ... ,

xn)=z,
Note that if we regard Xi (I~i~n) as an element with degree 1 then

CD A is a graded K-module, ® r is a graded Z-module, ® E(Xh "', x n)
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is a graded Z-module.

Since
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M&;;zEo(Xh "', x,,) =M

we have the natural epimorphism

s : M M&;;zEo (Xh "', x,,) -----'t> M/MJ".

We consider the complex X over M/J"M such that

d"
X: O~M®E,.(x, ''', x,,)-'>···~M®EI(Xh... , x,,)

d l S

-'>M&;;Eo(Xh ''', x")-M/MJ,,

where

di : M&;;E, (Xh "', x,,) --+M0Ei - 1 (Xh ..., x,,) (1~i~n)

in defined by

dj (m®x,,, "', x,,) = ~ (-0 j+1 (mx'J) ®X'l ···x,;"· .XI'.
l:Sj:Si

and &;;=&;;z. Of course, l~Pl<"'<Pi~n and .i'i indicates that X'i is to
be omitted. Then it is easy to prove that CD edl =0 and <ID di-Idi=O
(2~i~n). Therefore, X is a complex over a r-module M/MJ... In our
situation, the following holds ([1J).

10 If M satisfies

(mEM, mXkEMJk_l)q(mEMJk_l) (l~k~n)

then X is acyclic.
We shall return to discuss A=K[Xh ''', x"J. Since A is a r-module

by the same way as above

X: O-'>A®.E,.(Xh ... , x ..) --.-.+···-'>A®Eo(xl, "', x ..)
----+A/AJ..=QA

is a complex over QA=K, where &;;=®z. (Note that since AJ..=I..=the
ideal of A generated by {x, "', x ..} we have A/AJ,,=A/I,,=K.). It follows
that the r-module A satisfies the hypothesis of 10

• For each O~i~n

A0Ej (Xh ..., x ..) «(8)=&;;z)
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is a A-free module with a basis

{I XXJlI·"xplll~Pl<"'<Pi~n},

and thus it is a A-projective module. Hence, by 10 the complex

e
X: O-A(glEn(Xh "', xn)-----,>···----tA(glE1 (Xh "', xn)--+A~K

is a A-projective resolution over QA.

LEMMA 2. In the above situation

where A is an arbitrary A-module.

Proof. As before

Xq=A®Eq(Xh ''', xn) ......AEB .. ·EBA (nCq-times).

On the other hand,

HomA(Xn-q, A) = HomA (A(glEn_q(Xh "', x n), A)
"""HomA (AEB .. ·EBA (nCn-q times), A)
,....,AEB"'EBA(nCn- q times).

Since nCq=nCn_q we have the isomorphism
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1>q : Xq-Homl\(Xn_q, A).

In consequence, we have got a A-projective resolution over K such that

Homl\(X, A) : O-Homl\(Xo, A)-· ..-+HomA(Xn, A)-A/ln=K.

Furthermore, we can prove that

HomA (X, A) ®I\A -----'> Homl\ (X, A)

is isomorphic as follows.

HomA(Xn_q, A),....,Homl\(AEB···EBA (nCn-q times), A)
"""Homl\(A, A)EB···EBHoml\(A, A) (nCn-q times)
,....,AEB"'EBA (nCn_q times).

On the other hand,
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HomA(Xq, A)Q9AA"""'HomA (AEB·"EBA(nCq-times), A)Q9AA
,-.-AQ9AAEB···EBAQ9AA (nCq-times)
......,AEB···EBA (nCq-times).

Thus, by using the homology functor H we have

Hq (Horn (X, A) Q9AA) ......Hn-q (HomA (X, A) ).

That is,

Tor/(K, A)"""'ExtAn-q(K, A)

for all q=O, 1, ... , n. / / /

Let I be a ring with unity and let I be a proper two-side ideal of I.
Then there is the augmentation epimorphism

s : I---+I/I=Qr.

Let A be a right I-module. Then it follows from the exact sequence

s
0---+1---+I ---+Qr---+O

that

DEFINITION 3. We assume the above situation.
(1) If A=O or AQ9rQr=FO then A is said to be proper. Thus, every

free I-module is proper.
(2) For a subset NeA let FN be the free I-module generated by N.

Then there exists the natural homomorphism ifJN : FN~A. Put Ker ifJN=RN
and Coker ifJN= L N• Then we have the exact sequence of right I-modules:

ifJN
0---+R N---+FN--- A ---+LN---+O.

Take a subset MeA. If for every subset N of M the modules RN and
LN are proper then M is said to be faithful.

We have the following fact ([l]):
4° For a graded ring I, every graded I-module is proper and every

set of homogeneous elements is faithful.
Again, we suppose the ring A=K[Xh ... , Xn]. As before, A is graded
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ring. Thus, by 40 when we regard A as a right A-module, A is a faithful
right A-module. Moreover K is a faithful subset of K and KA=A, i.e.,
K is a faithful subset generating A. In particular, {I} (1 is the identity
of K) Js a K-base of K and it is a A-base of A. Of course, {l} is a
faithful subset of A (L m =R(1) =0) and TorlA(A, K) =0. The inverse of
these holds as follows.

LEMMA 5. For a A-module A and its faithful subset M, if the image
of M in AQ9AK--A/AI" (K=A/I,,) generates A@AK as a K-module, then
M generates A. Furthermore, if ExtA"-l(K, A) =0 and the images of M
in AQ9AK form a K-base for A@AK then M is a A-base for A.

Proof. Note that K is a A-module with A-actions

x;K=Kx;=O, i=l, "', n.

From the exact sequence

we have the exact sequence

~"Q9b
R,,@AK--F.,@AK--A@AK---+LM@AK-O.

Since the images of M in AQ9AK generates AQ9AK as a right K-module,
~.,@1K is an epimorphism. Therefore L..,@"K=O. By our assumption,
since L.., is a proper A-module we have LM=O (see (2) of Definition 3).
Therefore ~" : F..,-+A is an epimorphism. That is, M generates A.

By Lemma 2

Tor/(A, K) --TorlA(K, A) .......ExtA"-l (K, A) =0.

From the exact sequence

~M
O--R,,-F..,--+A--+O (**)

we have the exact sequence

~MQ9lx
···-Tor/(K, A)-R"Q9AK--+FM@AK-----+AQ9AK.

i.e.,
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PM®1K
···-O-RM®J�.K-FM®J�.K----~AQ9J1.K.

By the assumption, since the image of M in AQ9J1.K is a K-base for
A®AK, PM®h is an isomorphism, and thus RM®J1.K=O. Also, since RJI

is proper we have RM=O. Hence, by the exact sequence (**)

PM: FM-A

is an isomorphism. Therefore, M is a A-base for A. / / /

THEOREM 6. Let A be a A-module. If ExtJl.n- 1(K, A) =0 then every
faithful subset A-generating of A contains a A-base for A. Thus, if A
is generated by a finite set then A is a A-free module.

Proof. Note that A is a local ring with the maximal ideal In. Moreover,
A=K[xh ... , xnJ is a Noetherian ring since K is a field. Therefore, every
finite subset of A is a faithful subset of A ([1J). Thus, if the first part
of our theorem is proved then it is obvious that the second part of our
theorem holds.

Let M be a faithful A-generating subset of A. Then the image of M
in AQ9AK generates AQ9AK as a K-module, i.e., as a K-vector space. If
{md iEB, B is an indexing set} then we can choose a K-base for A®J1.K
in the sel {mi®ll iEB} i.e., if {mi;®ll ijEB} M is a K-base for A®J1.K
then elements mi;®l is K-independent. Thus, by Lemma 5 {mi;®llijE
B} cM is a K-base for A. Since a finite subset of A is faithful, in this
case, A is a free A-module. / / /
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